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Spectrum(R) Grade Specific for Grade 6 includes focused practice for reading, language arts, and

math mastery. Skills include grammar and usage, parts of speech and sentence types, vocabulary

acquisition and usage, multiplying and dividing fractions and decimals, equations and inequalities,

problem solving in the coordinate plane, probability and statistics, and ratios, rates, and

percents.Each Spectrum(R) Grade Specific workbook includes a writer's guide and step-by-step

instructions, helping children with planning, drafting, revising, proofreading, and sharing writing.

Children in grades 1 to 6 will find lessons and exercises that help them progress through

increasingly difficult subject matter. Aligned to current state standards, Spectrum is your

childÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s path to language arts and math mastery.
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Spectrum provides specific support in the skills and standards that your child is learning in

todayÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s classroom: comprehensive, grade-specific titles to prepare for the year ahead;

subject-specific practice to reinforce classroom learning; skill-specific titles to enrich and enhance

educational concepts; and test preparation titles to support test-taking skills. No matter your need,

Spectrum is with you every step of the way.



This book has no instruction in it to teach the child how to complete the work. I have to look at the

answer pages to see what answers they are looking for and then describe to my child what she

should be doing.

Arrived promptly and in good condition. Good for use as an addition to a home school curriculum,

not for planning lessons. Very little instruction but well organized and includes an answer key.

Overall good purchase

I like having this book around to keep my son's learning progressing through the summer. The

pages are easy to tear out and don't require a lot of effort to complete each assignment.

Tried this book. Did not like it. Found it to be tedious. It also had typos and unclear wording. For

example, one sentence ended with 0. The next sentence started with the number 5. This could be

interpreted as 0.5. I recommend the McGraw-Hill-6th grade math instead.

Awesome for summertime

good

I bought this for my daughter to work on over the summer. This was a really good book. I liked it

better than other books I'd seen. Good layout.

I hope my review helps other parents out there deciding which books to buy to help their boys and

girls.So I got this book for my 11 yr old who will be starting Grade 6 in fall.A little background - Since

we had our second child 2 yrs back, I haven't been really keeping tabs on my son's study. Just

hoping that the school does enough. Usually he scores above 95% on his MCA testing. He is a

bright kid that understands his grade level math, hates writing and can read fiction 25 hrs in a day if

I let him. His spring math MCA score was 85% which is why I decided to take matters seriously this

summer and get him upto a level I feel he should be at before starting middle school.So, this book is

divided into 3 sections math (80 pages) language arts (100 pages) reading (90 pages)The whole

book has perforated sheets to pull out and give to kids to work in case you don;t want them working

with the whole book as answers are included at the back.Going through the whole book I felt that Its



easy enough for your 5th grader to understand and work by himself. Maybe start in summer and

finish by Sep/Oct and then move on to next level. This book combined with other material will help in

good learning and understanding. There is a short summary in every page that helps solve

problems that follow.Math Section - You can see upto math section 5.6 or 5.7 on the  page itself.Its

good but not comprehensive. E.gdecimals is not dealt with in depth.Measurement is very lightly

touched. You'll need additional material for teaching reviewing concepts of volume of shapes etc.

Time/Temperature is not there at all. Metric units of measurement is not dealt with. Geometry also

needs other books to supplement.Graph stuff like bar/line/circle graphs is not given in this book.

Statistics and probablities is just 5-6 pages in here.That said, Language Arts was soo very in depth.

My son struggled with some grammar concepts. Even I had to brush up my facts before I could

teach him. Yes, its good if he knows this stuff before 6th grade. So, this part was very in depth. I

also liked the 10-15 pages of writing thats encouraged here.90 pages of reading was heaven for my

son, who breezed through the reading but still fights me on the answering questions part which

follows each passage.Overall a good comprehensive book for Math and Language Arts.You'll still

need to find something else for science, geography and history lessons.Good luck with your search!
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